
SIRIUS CLOUD SERVICES
• Application and Cloud 

Assessments
• Archive as a Service
• Backup as a Service 
• Cloud Strategy Consulting
• Disaster Recovery as a Service
• Email Continuity and Filtering
•  IBM POWER-based Cloud (AIX 

& i5)
• Infrastructure as a Service
• Professional and Managed 

Services for Amazon Web 
Services (AWS); Microsoft Azure; 
and SoftLayer, an IBM company

• Public and Private Infrastructure 
as a Service

• Security as a Service

www.siriuscom.com
800.460.1237

CLOUD SOLUTIONS
PUBLIC, HYBRID, PRIVATE AND MANAGED 
Cloud computing provides an on-demand, pay-as-you-go utility model for 
IT delivery. It off ers a competitive advantage by letting you reduce costs, 
optimize operations, and prepare for future growth and challenges.

Architected properly, cloud can help you:
• Reduce time to deployment
• Eliminate costly capital investments
• More tightly control infrastructure expenses
• Shift to variable operating costs
• Off  -load infrastructure maintenance
• Focus your staff  on strategic initiatives
• Scale up or down as needed
• Access cloud-optimized applications
• Reduce provisioning windows
• Rapidly enhance applications

PAY FOR SERVICES YOU NEED, ONLY WHEN YOU NEED THEM
A cloud infrastructure allows more eff ective control over your computing 
expenses by dynamically scaling your infrastructure to match capacity 
requirements. Simply put, you pay for only the services you use, only when 
you need them.
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SIRIUS CLOUD STRATEGY SERVICES
Sirius provides cloud solutions across all deployment models, as well as full consulting services. Our services 
start with a complimentary Cloud Briefi ng, where our cloud engineers and architects will work with your team 
to understand your pain points, cost challenges and future requirements. Based on their fi ndings, they will 
recommend a cloud strategy that includes the optimal combination of on premise systems (private cloud), third-
party services (public cloud), or a mixture of the two (hybrid cloud). The goal is to ensure cloud is successfully 
incorporated into your organization’s overall IT strategy, and provide enhanced agility so you to focus on initiatives 
that provide true business value. 

THE PHYSICAL TO VIRTUAL TO CLOUD JOURNEY
Whether you are just getting started, or you already know the part that cloud solutions will play in your 
organization, Sirius consultants can help. Our cloud off erings include: 

COMPLIMENTARY CLOUD BRIEFING
A Sirius Cloud Briefi ng puts cloud in context. Our consultants work with your team to understand your company’s 
unique challenges and requirements, and then document objectives and next steps.

PUBLIC CLOUD DUE DILIGENCE
If you’ve decided that public cloud is right for your organization, our consultants will evaluate a public cloud 
solution’s ability to meet your business, operations, technology and security requirements.

PRIVATE CLOUD DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
Our consultants evaluate your current and future documentation, analyses and design. We also perform 
infrastructure assessments. Sirius can implement the solution, apply best-practices security services, and prepare 
you for ongoing management with documented procedures.

SIRIUS CLOUD PRACTICE APPROACH


